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тэлеэкране сваю тусоўку, наадварот, прыемна адчуваць сябе датычнай да асвятлятлення падзей 

[2.c.8]. 

Узнікненне і размяшчэнне ў прамове жарганізмаў ацэньваецца як адмоўная з'ява ў жыцці гра-

мадства і развіцці нацыянальнай мовы. Няўважлівае, нядбайнае стаўленне да нормаў вымаўлення, 

націску, ўжывання слоў, выкарыстанне ў маўленні жарганізмаў, вульгарызмаў, неапраўданых за-

пазычанняў забруджваюць гаворку, разбураюць літаратурную мову, а гэта вядзе ў канчатковым 

выніку, як сцвярджаюць лінгвісты, да гібелі нацыі. 
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Loanwords are words adopted by the speakers of one language from a different language (the source 

language). A loanword can also be called a borrowing. The abstract noun borrowing refers to the process 

of speakers adopting words from a source language into their native language. "Loan" and "borrowing" 

are of course metaphors, because there is no literal lending process. There is no transfer from one lan-

guage to another, and no "returning" words to the source language. They simply come to be used by a 

speech community that speaks a different language from the one they originated in [1]. 

English loanwords are presently entering the Russian language, often replacing their native counter-

parts [2]. 

The continuous influx of English loan words which started at the end of the XX c. has led to the fact 

that the set of anglicisms in Russian is becoming more or less similar to borrowed vocabularies of many  

western  European languages  

It is a well–known fact that borrowings‘ activity is selective even within one language. There is a cer-

tain distribution of foreign words between functional styles and speech genres or, in other words, angli-

cisms vary relative to the text–type of discourse. According to recent investigations they are distributed in 

the following way in different types of discourses: in fiction they comprise 6 %, in common communica-

tion their quantity is slightly higher (9 %), in business discourse they make up 14 %, in scientific dis-

course– 22 % and in mass–media discourse they are the most numerous– almost 30 % [3]. 

Let's look at some words that can be considered as borrowings in our everyday life. 

Some recent loan words which penetrated through oral and written sources are found in the areas of 

business and economy, law, politics, science and technology, medicine, trade, advertising, etc.: кросс–

курс, сайтхолдер, рей–дер, хостинг, флэш–моб, девелопер, блоггинг and others [3]. 

For  example,  boss and  chief [2].The same dictionary explains the word designer, manager, laptop, 

shopping, disc jockey, teenager, flash, show, video, disk, license, aerobics, image, producer, presentation, 

chart, rating and many others [4]. 

Due to mass–media colloquialisms have become accessible to language community and spread in the 

youth language and in journalese: кавер, релукер, флейрингист, слайдер, метросексуал, голддиггер, 

хедлайнер, артхаус, мейнст–рим, etc. [3] 

Borrowing of foreign words is justified when the recipient language does not possess stable lexical 

units to denote unknown for Russian notions. For example, the following Аnglicisms took their place in 

the language almost immediately to fill lexical lacoons in the language: буккроссинг (book crossing)– П
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leaving a book somewhere purposefully for others to read, хостинг (hosting)– a service to store infor-

mation in Internet, эндаумент (endowment)– funds or property donated to an institution, individual, or 

group as a source of income [3]. 

Most often loanwords are used in social networks: retweet, like, account, IMHO (in my humble opin-

ion), public, ОК, follower, blog, site, sorry, user, avatar, user pic, etc. 

We have conducted a questionnaire among the number students of Polessky State University. The re-

sults are presented in the form diagram. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

There are several reasons why we, Russian speakers, would choose to use a foreign loanword instead 

of its native counterpart.  It could be because of the novelty and positive connotation of the new word, or 

because of the dated nature or negative connotation of the old word.  A more quantifiable reason for using 

a loanword would be its meaning, if it is more suitable for the desired expression [2]. 

33,3% 

55,0% 

11,6% 

"Do you use English borrowing words  in your 
speech?" 

often use loanwords

rarely

don't use at all

50,1% 

7,2% 

42,7% 

"From what sourсes have you learnt about these 
words?" 

from the Internet

from mass media

from communication with friends

25,6% 

63,1% 

11,3% 

"In what situations do you use these words?" 

chatting

in everyday speech

on-line games
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It is risky to predict what will happen to the process of borrowing from English in our constantly 

changing world. According to the pessimistic scenario, there might be «a war» between languages claim-

ing to dominate, which might eventually lead to the effect of Babylon Tower: national cultures will be 

destroyed, cultural identity will totally disappear [3]. 

Summing up, it is necessary to stress the following: discussed and the examples quoted above, recent 

anglicisms are characterized by novelty, which produces the strongest pragmatic effect on the Russian 

speech community. The study of loan words is very important for many reasons. We investigate angli-

cisms not only for the sake of anglicisms themselves. They give us an opportunity to gain a deeper insight 

into our own languages and make for the processes of integration which inevitably lead to the creation of 

informational «world culture» and the appearance of uniting interactional patterns. Needs serve as the 

source of human activity. They are determined by the process of an individual‘s upbringing in a wide 

sense and association with the world of human culture [3]. 
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The increase in the number of bank clients, the number of its units and spectrum of its services leads to 

the fact that banks have to seek new forms of communication with clients and organize special services 

for consultation. Today it is impossible to imagine efficient customer service, successful attraction of 

funds by the bank and their effective allocation without interactive communication with individuals and 

legal entities. Therefore Belarusian banks actively use new trends of internet, technology, sociology and 

psychology in order to be competitive in the financial market. Banks may use both an interactive form of 

communication with clients when clients receive the information immediately (for example, contact cen-

ters, video consultations, online consultation), and forms of communication when the information comes 

after some time (for example, e–mail, advertising in social networks). On March 13, 2013 in Belarus 

there were 31 commercial banks [1]. Table 1 contains the information about the forms of remote services 

used by Belarusian banks.  
 

Table – Forms of remote services  used by Belarusian banks 
 

Consultation form Number of banks (%) Consultation form Number of banks (%) 

Call–center 
21 (67,7%) 

‖Frequently Asked Ques-

tions― page on the website 
6 (19,4%) 

Online–consultant 8 (25,8%) Social network service 17 (54,8%) 

Web–contact center 
1 (3,2%) 

Video consultation (using a 

web camera) 
2 (6,5%) 

Feedback  
27 (87,1%) 

Information posting to e–

mail 
2 (6,5%) 

Service ‖Order a call― 5 (16,3%) User account 1 (3,2%) 
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